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Chapter 2151: : Ten Thousand Times, oh, Ten Thousand Times! 

Long Chi’s complexion alternated between green and white, finally turning into embarrassment from 

anger that filled his chest. 

“So what if you’re an Empyrean? In front of this Emperor, Empyreans are ants! If this Emperor wants to 

suppress them, what can you do to me!” 

Long Chi gave an angry roar. With his Heavenly Emperor pressure suddenly releasing, he was about to 

make a move against Ye Yuan. 

“Stop!” Dragon Lord cried out, directly making a move to stop Long Chi. 

Long Chi’s face fell and he said angrily, “What’s the meaning of this, Dragon Lord? This boy can’t be 

killed, but could it be that the others can’t be suppressed either? As Raindragon Stronghold’s protector 

elder, could it be that this Emperor doesn’t even have this bit of authority?” 

Dragon Lord’s two eyes narrowed, and she said in a cold voice, “Long Chi, be more clear-minded! You 

open your eyes and take a look at his glabella!” 

Long Chi was taken aback when he heard that and looked over toward Ye Yuan once more. 

With this careful look, his pupils could not help constricting! 

“Heavenly Dragon Mark!” Long Chi cried out in surprise. 

He was being mocked by Ye Yuan earlier and under his rage, he did not detect the mark at Ye Yuan’s 

glabella. 

Upon looking at this time, he could not help breaking out in cold sweat. 

Ye Yuan was originally planning on flashing his identity and requesting Dragon Lord to take action. He 

did not expect that Long Chi was actually very apprehensive of the mark on his glabella. 

“That’s right, it’s precisely the Heavenly Dragon Mark! Seeing the Heavenly Dragon Mark is akin to 

seeing the ancestor! If you keep on pestering endlessly, even I can’t protect you too!” Dragon Lord said 

in a solemn voice. 

Long Chi’s face was like a chameleon’s, changing again and again. 

This fellow made a trip into the Dragon Eye Cave. Not only did he break through to Empyrean Realm, he 

actually even obtained the Heavenly Dragon Mark! 

Long Chi could not help feeling depressed. What on earth had he done! 

Wasn’t it said that the Dragon Eye Cave was a hopeless land? Why was it that this guy seemed to have 

been enlightened after going in, swapping a fowling piece for a big gun in ten years? 

Long Chi’s current mood was already unable to use words to describe. 
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Finally, Long Chi gritted his teeth and gave a deep bow to Ye Yuan, and said, “Long Chi pays respect to 

Son of the Heavenly Dragon!” 

Ye Yuan was very surprised. He also did not expect that this mark was actually so useful. 

The other Heavenly Emperors as well as Empyreans bowed down one after another. 

“We pay respects to the Son of the Heavenly Dragon!” 

Ye Yuan looked towards the Dragon Lord and asked, “What does this Heavenly Dragon Mark represent?” 

Dragon Lord said in surprise, “You don’t know?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head. 

Dragon Lord was speechless and explained: “The Heavenly Dragon Mark is the dragon race’s supreme 

existence, a recognition given to a junior, representing that he has hopes of becoming a Transcendent 

Heavenly Emperor! This is also a symbol of identity in the Dragon Clan, being called the Son of the 

Heavenly Dragon! The position of Son of the Heavenly Dragon is equivalent to a heaven stronghold’s 

dragon lord. Even if a Heavenly Emperor sees, they would have to pay respects too!” 

Ye Yuan was also struck dumb when he heard. This tiny mark actually represented such a lofty status. 

But very soon, a hint of a smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth and he said, “Then ... do I 

have the authority to impose sanctions on him?” 

While talking, Ye Yuan pointed at Long Chi with his finger. 

Long Chi’s expression turned stiff, his face becoming extremely ugly. 

A hint of delight also flashed across Dragon Lord’s eyes, and she said with a nod, “That’s of course! Long 

Chi, why haven’t you made apologies and asked for punishment from the Son of the Heavenly Dragon?” 

Long Chi was exasperated in his heart! 

At this very moment, he finally experienced what was called shooting oneself in the foot. 

He cracked himself up to be clever, forcing Ye Yuan into the Dragon Eye Cave. 

In the end, Ye Yuan came out, becoming the Son of the Heavenly Dragon! 

Son of the Heavenly Dragon, the status was equivalent to a heaven stronghold’s dragon lord; how noble 

was the status? 

Offending the Son of the Heavenly Dragon was equivalent to offending the heaven stronghold’s dragon 

lord. 

Even if he was a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse, he could not bear this charge either! 

“Long Chi ... Long Chi unintentionally offended the Son of the Heavenly Dragon. Long Chi hopes that the 

Son of the Heavenly Dragon can forgive!” Having no choice, Long Chi could only lower his head. 

He discovered with his peripherals that a hint of a strange smile was currently flashing across the 

corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth, and his heart could not help thumping. 



What did this boy want to do? 

Humph! Whatever you want to do, I, Long Chi, am an exalted Heavenly Emperor, what can you do to 

me? 

Making apologies to you is already making the greatest concession! 

“Forgiveness, that’s impossible. Since you offended me, you naturally have to be punished!” Ye Yuan 

said coolly. 

Long Chi pulled a long face and said, “Ye Yuan, don’t reach for a yard after taking an inch!” 

Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and said with a cold smile, “Reaching for a yard after taking an 

inch? Heh, you should rejoice that I’m only Empyrean Realm. If I’m Heavenly Emperor Realm right now, 

just based on you making a move against Lu-er just now, I’d have long smacked you to death with one 

slap! You should be very clear why Long Hao was smacked to death by me!” 

Not mentioning Long Hao was still fine, upon mentioning Long Hao, Long Chi gnashed his teeth in hatred 

even more. 

This guy killed Long Hao. Now, he even had to lower his head to him. It was truly unprecedented 

humiliation! 

Dragon Lord Long Xiyue said coolly, “Long Chi, you’re very clear about the crime of offending the Son of 

the Heavenly Dragon. In Raindragon Stronghold, things are still okay. If it’s reported up, the matter 

probably won’t be so easy to clean up. Furthermore, don’t you forget, he’s Second Sage! Son of the 

Heavenly Dragon plus Second Sage, huhu ...” 

Long Xiyue did not carry on saying, Long Chi should understand her meaning. 

Second Sage was indeed nothing in the Dragon Clan. But Second Sage plus Son of the Heavenly Dragon, 

that was totally different. 

The Priest Temple was a titan of the demon race to begin with. Their strength was not much weaker 

than the Dragon Clan. 

These two titles added together, it was equivalent to two great mountains! 

Even if Long Chi was a Heavenly Emperor, his outcome would be very miserable too. 

Long Chi sucked in a deep breath and gritted his teeth and said, “Ye Yuan, don’t go too overboard! 

Forcing a Heavenly Emperor into a life-and-death struggle, you know the consequences!” 

Now that it came to this, Long Chi had no choice but to lower his head too, accepting Ye Yuan’s 

punishment. Even though he was a thousand times unwilling. 

But if this matter were to blow all the way up to the top, the consequences would still be too much for 

him to bear. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said coolly, “Relax, I’ve always repay evil with good. I won’t make things difficult 

for you.” 



Seeing Ye Yuan’s grinning appearance, a bad premonition flashed across in everyone’s hearts. 

While Long Xiyu had a curious look. She also really wanted to see what Ye Yuan was going to do. 

“You go to the top of the stone tower and yell ten thousand times, ‘Long Chi is a pig!’ this 

phrase. Mn, need to shout louder. Let the entire stronghold hear,” Ye Yuan said with a beam. 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces revealed strange looks. 

Making a Heavenly Emperor do this sort of thing, to think that this guy could think of it. 

Dragon Lord nearly failed to hold it in and spurted out, hurriedly covering her mouth and laughing. 

Long Chi’s face changed and he roared angrily, “Brat, you ... you’re bullying people too far!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “Bullying people too far? Huhu! This matter was 

caused by Long Hao. Who’s right and who’s wrong, don’t you have any idea in your heart? When you 

coerced me to enter the Dragon Eye Cave with Lu-er their lives, why didn’t you say bullying people too 

far? When you made a move to deal with Lu-er, why didn’t you say bullying people too far? Now, just 

making you yell a bit, you’re saying that I’m bullying people too far? Not doing? Also can, I, a mere 

Empyrean, have no qualifications to make a Heavenly Emperor do anything. But there will always be 

someone who will make you do a little something.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan snorted coldly, flicked his sleeves, and left. 

“Hold on!” Long Chi’s face changed, stopping Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan stopped his figure and said coolly, “Ten thousand times, not a single time less!” 

Long Chi nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood. He had not spoken yet and this boy already blocked 

off his words. 
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Chapter 2152: Long Chi is a Pig! 

“Long Chi is a pig!” 

“Long Chi is a pig!” 

“Long Chi is a pig!” 

... ... 

Over and over again, a loud and clear voice reverberated throughout Raindragon Stronghold. Everyone 

could hear it clearly. 

Long Chi was very domineering in the Raindragon Stronghold, virtually rendering Long Xiyue to a mere 

figurehead. 

No one dared to challenge his prestige at all. 

Long Hao was also so arrogant under his wing. 

But today, Protector Elder Long Chi actually did such a thing. It was truly embarrassing. 
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The dragons in the stronghold all revealed strange looks, but they also did not dare to show it too much, 

holding it in badly. 

How keen was the perception of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses? They were all afraid of Elder Long Chi 

settling the scores afterward. 

“This scene is really unimaginably beautiful! I never imagined in this lifetime that someone could 

actually make Elder Long Chi do this kind of thing. But today, it actually happened.” 

“This Ye Yuan is really incredible! Entering the Dragon Eye Cave, not only did he come out alive, he broke 

through to the Empyrean Realm and even obtained the Heavenly Dragon Mark, becoming a Son of the 

Heavenly Dragon!” 

“In the Raindragon Stronghold, Elder Long Chi virtually covers the sky with one hand. Ye Yuan doing so 

sweeps his face clear. Elder Long Chi definitely won’t let him off.” 

“Forget it. With the identity of Son of the Heavenly Dragon, Ye Yuan is equivalent to having obtained a 

death-exemption golden token. What can Elder Long Chi do to him?” 

... ... 

The group of dragons discussed softly. Clearly, the impact that this scene brought to them was too 

intense. 

A supreme Heavenly Emperor powerhouse actually said that he was a pig in front of everyone and even 

had to say it ten thousand times. 

A dragon, being a pig. 

This scene was truly incomparably bizarre. 

At the top of the stone tower, Long Chi’s gaze never left Ye Yuan. 

If looks could kill, Ye Yuan would have long died ten thousand times. 

It was just a shame that Long Chi was also clear in his heart that he really could not do anything to Ye 

Yuan. 

Long Xiyue was very delighted in her heart. These few years, she had been suppressed by Long Chi all 

along. Ye Yuan’s way of doing things today really got a brutal payback on her behalf. 

Long Xiyue arrived in front of Ye Yuan and asked with a look of anticipation, “Ye Yuan, that ... You came 

out of the Dragon Eye Cave. Did you ...” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Long Xiaochun came out together with me. They are at the back and will 

arrive very quickly.” 

Just as he was talking, several dozen figures appeared on the horizon. The one in the lead was lovely and 

adorable, a pair of horns growing on top of her head. It was precisely Long Xiaochun. 

“Mother!” Long Xiaochun yelled. 



Long Xiyue had a look of agitation on her face. But very soon, her expression turned cold, and she said in 

a solemn voice, “You still know to come back? After going back, face the wall for a hundred years. Not 

breaking through to Second Firmament Empyrean, you’re not allowed to come out!” 

Long Xiaochun stuck her tongue out and said wittily: “Mother, don’t get angry first! Eh, isn’t that Long 

Chi? Long Chi ... is a pig! Hahahaha ... Did this old fellow’s age get to his head? To actually scold 

himself?” 

Long Xiaochun was just thinking of saying something when she was drawn by Long Chi’s voice. 

Long Chi’s voice was seriously too loud, even if Long Xiaochun did not want to hear, she also could not. 

She did not react at first. But upon thinking carefully, wasn’t it Long Chi himself? 

Why was this guy scolding himself? 

Long Chi clearly heard Long Xiaochun’s unbridled laughter, his face black until it was practically turning 

purple. 

The others had strange expressions and were even discussing softly. But no one dared to laugh in a 

flagrant manner. 

But Long Xiaochun did not have the slightest scruple at all, she laughed very happily. 

Very happily! 

While angry was angry, Long Chi was also very surprised in his heart. Why did Long Xiaochun come out 

too? 

When did the Dragon Eye Cave become so easy to come out? 

“Hahaha ... is this old man an idiot or not? To actually scold himself!” By the side, Long Xun laughed 

loudly and said. 

“Seeing this old man, Big Brother Tian, I, immediately have the confidence! Even this kind of idiot can 

cultivate to be a Heavenly Emperor. Big Brother Tian, I, can definitely cultivate to that level!” Long 

Zhaotian nodded his head solemnly, saying it very seriously. 

“Heh, Big Brother Xun, I, am stronger than you, I can naturally cultivate to Heavenly Emperor Realm 

even more!” Long Xun said in disdain. 

“Look at yourself, you’re not much better than this old man! Even if you can cultivate to Heavenly 

Emperor Realm, you’d also just be a notch stronger than him,” Long Zhaotian said. 

“Pfft ...” Even if Ye Yuan was composed, he was also tickled by these two guys. 

But when Ye Yuan saw Long Chi’s expression, he immediately felt very satisfied in his heart. 

These two living treasures were finally of some use. 

These two people chimed in one after another, Long Chi’s face already turned red from black, his face 

growing by virtually a fold, almost exploding. 



Bang! 

A powerful to the extreme pressure descended upon the entire Raindragon Stronghold. 

“Where did the fools come from? To dare bullshit in front of this Emperor? This Emperor will kill you all 

with a palm!” 

Long Chi had a look of thunderous rage. Once a Heavenly Emperor raged, the air seemed to have 

solidified. 

“Goodness! Ye Yuan, save us!” The two people cried out strangely and hid behind Ye Yuan. 

In the two of their hearts, Ye Yuan had long already become a god-like existence. 

The mysterious power that Ye Yuan displayed in the Dragon Eye Cave had long brought the two of them 

into submission. 

Even though Long Chi was a Heavenly Emperor, he was still much lousier in their hearts. That was why 

the two dared to be so unbridled. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed and he said in a solemn voice, “Long Chi, what do you want to do?” 

Long Chi’s imposing momentum stopped, a palm raised to midair, and did not dare to land anymore. 

When Long Xun saw that Long Chi indeed did not make to make a move, he immediately plucked up his 

courage. Poking his head out from behind Ye Yuan, he called out, “You scold yourself and actually dare 

to say that others are fools, where did your courage come from? You listen to this little lord’s name, I’m 

Little Xun under Lord Ye Yuan’s command!” 

Long Zhaotian also stretched his head out and called out in a clear voice, “Little Tian under Lord Ye 

Yuan’s command! Dumb old man, remember it! This little lord will definitely surpass you in the future!” 

Long Chi was furious! 

Even if he was a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse, he also felt that his two lungs were almost exploding at 

this time. 

“Long Chi, it’s just been 200 times, there are still 8800 times, when are you planning to say until?” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Long Chi gritted his teeth and said, “Consider yourself ruthless! Long Chi is a pig!” 

“Long Chi is a pig!” 

“Long Chi is a pig!” 

Lord Heavenly Emperor could only continue. 

Long Xiaochun had a look of surprise as she said, “What’s going on here?” 

Long Xiyue pulled a long face and said, “You damn lass, having learned neither knowledge nor skill, to 

not even know about the Son of the Heavenly Dragon!” 

Long Xiaochun pointed at Ye Yuan in surprise and said, “You’re talking about him?” 



Long Xiyue’s face turned cold and she said in a solemn voice, “Insolence! You, lass, are becoming more 

and more unbridled, to actually dare be impolite toward the Son of the Heavenly Dragon!” 

Long Xiaochun burst out laughing and said, “Mother, you don’t need to be so respectful toward him. In 

terms of seniority, he still has to call you grandaunt!” 

Long Xiyue’s expression changed drastically, and she said angrily, “Damn girl, you ... do you want to 

anger mother to death?” 

As she said, she was just about to make a move to take care of Long Xiaochun but was stopped by Ye 

Yuan. 

“Dragon Lord, wait! What Xiaochun said ... is right.” Ye Yuan said with a look of embarrassment. 

Long Xiyue was taken aback, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Does Dragon Lord have an elder brother called Long Qin?” 

Long Xiyue’s entire body trembled, and she said in disbelief, “You ... You’re Big Brother’s descendant?” 
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Chapter 2153: Battle of Dragon Sons! 

“Yo, Long Chi, what a shocking scene! Got nothing to do? To actually call yourself a pig?” 

Long Chi was just yelling ‘Long Chi is a pig’ when a middle-aged man suddenly appeared at the top of the 

stone tower, having a look of amusement on his face. 

Long Chi’s brows furrowed, and he said, “Brother Ao Xu, what are you here for?” 

Ao Xu chuckled and said, “You don’t have to care about what I’m here for first. You’re doing something 

unique here. This Emperor could even hear your howls from a hundred miles away. Heh heh, our dragon 

race bloodline is incomparably noble. So even if you abandon yourself to despair, don’t put yourself in 

the same category as a pig, this kind of low-grade life-form!” 

Long Chi had a black face, the hatred toward Ye Yuan in his heart increasing even more. 

This Ao Xu was Heavenly Stronghold Purpledragon Stronghold’s Heavenly Emperor powerhouse. Having 

this scene seen by him, wouldn’t this unsavory scandal spread to all the heaven strongholds? 

Could it be that his face was going to utterly lose in the East Suppression Pseudo World? 

Fortunately, this Ao Xu’s relationship with him was pretty good. Long Chi let out a sigh and 

said, “Sigh! Don’t mention it anymore, Brother Ao Xu! Right now, I have a stifled breath blocked up in 

my chest, almost exploding!” 

Ao Xi knew that Long Chi covered the sky with one hand in Raindragon Stronghold, virtually rendering 

Dragon Lord Long Xiyue to a figurehead. 

This scene right now should not happen. 

“Oh? Could someone still anger you until like this in this Raindragon Stronghold?” Ao Xu said curiously. 
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Long Chi had a bitter look as he said, “There wasn’t in the past, but now ... sigh!” 

He roughly recounted the events. Of course, he selectively forgot about Long Hao’s overbearing action. 

When Ao Xu heard, he could not help having a shocked face too. 

“You’re saying that he only used ten years’ time and broke through to Empyrean in the Dragon Eye Cave, 

obtained the Heavenly Dragon Mark, and even found the way back?” Ao Xu counter-asked. 

Long Chi nodded and said, “Precisely so!” 

“Pooh! Precisely so my ass! Long Chi old punk, this emperor takes you to be a friend. Are you playing this 

emperor like a monkey?” Ao Xu directly spat in Long Chi’s face. He completely did not believe Long Chi’s 

words. 

But right at this time, Ao Xu gave a slight cry of surprise. A white secret order jumped out of the void and 

landed in Ao Xu’s hands. 

Ao Xu reached his hand out and grabbed the secret order in his hand. Sinking his divine sense inside and 

looking, his expression could not help changing wildly. 

“Long Chi, what did you say that pu ... the Son of the Heavenly Dragon was called?” Ao Xu asked in a 

solemn voice. 

“He’s called Ye Yuan!” Long Chi gritted his teeth and said. 

Getting a confirmed answer, shock was written all over Ao Xu’s face as he said, “Then, what you said 

earlier was all true?” 

Long Chi was speechless as he said, “It’s naturally true!” 

Ao Xu opened his mouth wide, disbelief all over his face. 

The things that Long Chi said, each one was unthinkable, let alone that it even happened to one person 

at the same time. 

This matter was too inconceivable! 

Long Chi observed his speech and countenance and said, “Brother Ao Xu coming to Raindragon 

Stronghold, could it be ...” 

Ao Xu nodded and said, “That’s right, the Battle of Dragon Sons is about to begin, I came to invite Long 

Xiaochun to take part. However ... a secret order came from the stronghold just now, saying that an 

additional name appeared on the Dragon Mark Monument, called Ye Yuan, originating from precisely 

your Raindragon Stronghold! I really didn’t expect that a measly little Raindragon Stronghold actually 

produced two children of the heavenly dragon this time!” 

... ... 

“Hehe, Ye Yuan, seeing this great grandaunt, shouldn’t you kowtow?” Long Xiaochun teased Ye Yuan 

again. 

Ye Yuan was speechless, Long Xiaochun could play with this stick for ten years. 



However, Long Xiyue said in a solemn voice, “Xiaochun, you mustn’t be rude! Disregarding that Ye Yuan 

obtained the Heavenly Dragon Mark, just talking about how he’s of the Atavism Dragon Soul, it’s 

equivalent to Big Brother’s successor separated by generations. In terms of seniority, he’s of the same 

generation as you! You’re younger than him and should call him as your big brother!” 

Long Xiyue looked toward Ye Yuan with an affectionate look. 

She and Long Qin had a close relationship. The love for the house extends to even the crows perching on 

the roof, so she naturally viewed Ye Yuan in a different light. 

Long Xiaochun pursed her mouth and said unhappily, “What? I finally managed to get some leverage 

over him, but you ruined it with one sentence.” 

Ye Yuan also found it funny listening at one side. It turned out that the Dragon Clan could still have this 

way of saying things. 

Long Xiyue shot Long Xiaochun a fierce glare and said, “You lass, you don’t cultivate well every day! You 

only know how to cause disturbances! The Battle of Dragon Sons is about to begin right away. Starting 

from today, you cultivate well for me, strive to break through to Second Firmament Empyrean as soon 

as possible! If you lose in the Battle of Dragon Sons, see if I don’t teach you a lesson!” 

The moment Long Xiaochun heard the word cultivate, she could not help getting a headache. 

“Mother, don’t force me anymore! You look, I already cultivate very diligently, cultivating to the 

Empyrean Realm so quickly.” Long Xiaochun said in a spoiled manner. 

But Long Xiyue was not the slightest bit moved and pulled a long face as she said, “Don’t give me that! 

Doesn’t Mother still not know your character? If you still dare to be negligent, just remember that I will 

directly confine you!” 

Long Xiaochun had a bitter face. Suddenly, she had a spark of inspiration. Pulling Ye Yuan, she had an 

appearance of giving people a feeling of unable to help to show tender care when one saw her as she 

said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan ...” 

Long Xiyue was just about to get angry, but saw Ye Yuan smile. He said, “Aunt, you don’t need to force 

Xiaochun like this too. With her talent, isn’t breaking through to Second Firmament Empyrean still easily 

accomplished?” 

Long Xiaochun nodded her head like a chicken pecking for rice at the side, agreeing strongly to this. 

Ye Yuan’s words were also not uttered against his conscience. Long Xiaochun’s talent was indeed what 

he rarely saw in this lifetime. 

Even that Lin Changqing who cracked himself up to be a genius was also a piece of trash in front of Long 

Xiaochun. 

This was still Long Xiaochun being very playful, that was why her cultivation speed was so slow. 

If she cultivated diligently, her current strength would already be god knows how horrifying. 



Long Xiyue shook her head and said, “You don’t know this. But the Battle of Dragon Sons is related to 

the Raindragon Stronghold’s rise and fall. Now that the Battle of Dragon Sons is hanging above our 

heads, with her indolent personality, she’ll definitely suffer a big loss going to the Battle of Dragon Sons. 

Those able to obtain the Heavenly Dragon Mark and become children of the heavenly dragon, every one 

of their strength is extremely powerful and not much weaker than her.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Relax, Aunt, leave Xiaochun’s breakthrough to me.” 

Long Xiyue was taken aback and said with pleasant surprise, “I nearly forgot. You’re the Second Sage 

that Sacred Ancestor High Priest personally conferred! Then ... I won’t be courteous!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “We are one family. There is no need to be too distant.” 

Long Xiyue beamed and said, “I really didn’t expect that Big Brother would actually have an outstanding 

descendant like you. Given time, you’ll definitely surpass your predecessor!” 

Long Xiaochun giggled and said, “Great! Eating a medicinal pill and I’ll be able to break through, it really 

saves too much trouble!” 

... ... 

In front of Ao Xu, Long Chi said with a doleful look, “Brother Ao Xu, you have to uphold justice for this 

younger brother! Disregarding that that boy killed my Hao-er, he even used this sort of method to 

humiliate me! I really can’t endure this grievance!” 

Ao Xu revealed a difficult look, shook his head, and said with a sigh, “Younger Brother Long Chi, Elder 

Brother knows the bitterness in your heart. But you’re aware of the status of the Son of the Heavenly 

Dragon. Just based on my status, it’s hard to touch him at all!” 

Long Chi secretly cursed the old fox, gritted his teeth, and said, “As long as Brother Ao Xu is willing to 

help Younger Brother take revenge, Younger Brother is willing to offer the Heaven Shaking Hammer with 

both hands.” 

Ao Xu could not help smiling when he heard this. He then said, “Younger Brother Long Chi, rest assured. 

What’s our relationship? Your matters are my matters. This matter, I’ll definitely help you settle it!” 
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Chapter 2154: Branch 

After the pill was formed, Long Xiaochun broke through the next day. 

Following that, Ye Yuan and Long Xiaochun followed Ao Xu and left the Raindragon Stronghold. 

Ye Yuan did not wish to take part in whatever Battle of Dragon Sons, more than a hundred years had 

already passed since he made this trip to save Lu-er. He was somewhat worried about Heavenly Eagle in 

his heart and planned on preparing to leave after staying for a few days. 

But he could not withstand Long Xiaochun’s hard and soft tactics as well as Long Xiyue’s earnest hopes, 

so he set off with a half-reluctant attitude. 
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“Huhu, Dragon Son Ye is truly a peerless talent, to actually cultivate to the realm of Empyrean at this 

age. You’ll surely be able to enter the Heavenly Dragon Mountain in the future,” Ao Xu said with a laugh. 

He was very humble and polite along the way and did not have any airs of a Heavenly Emperor 

powerhouse. 

However, he had long already had killing intent aroused toward Ye Yuan. 

From Long Chi’s mouth, Ao Xu already knew how monstrous Ye Yuan was. 

If such a monster grew up, he would pose a tremendous threat to Dragon Son Ao Yu. 

This threat absolutely could not stay! 

Ao Yu was precisely Purpledragon Stronghold’s Son of the Heavenly Dragon, and he was also Ao Xu’s 

nephew. 

Hence, even if Long Chi did not pay the price, he would kill Ye Yuan too, disposing of this hidden danger 

while it was in a budding state. 

“Senior is too kind. This Ye was merely a little lucky,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Long Xiaochun rolled her eyes and said, “You’re really hypocritical! Clearly very impressive yourself, yet, 

feigning an unimpressive appearance! Your Dragon Beard Purpleshine Pill is really too incredible. The 

Seven-star priests in the stronghold are simply laymen when compared to you!” 

Ao Xu was alarmed in his heart. This kid even knew how to refine pills. Furthermore, he was very 

formidable? 

No wonder Long Xiaochun broke through so quickly. It turned out that it was actually due to the 

medicinal pill. 

Ao Xu knew that Long Xiaochun was very lazy in cultivation and it was completely impossible to be Ao 

Yu’s match, so he paid no attention to it. 

He did not expect that when he came this time, Long Xiaochun actually broke through overnight, making 

his jaw drop. 

This way, Long Xiaochun also became a formidable enemy of Ao Yu. 

Ye Yuan could not help being speechless when he heard it. He was being modest. How did it become 

hypocritical when it reached Long Xiaochun’s mouth? 

He could not have people praise him and he put on a straight face and say that he was very impressive, 

right? 

How to let people follow up with this! 

Except, he did not know that these words strengthened Ao Xu’s killing intent even more. 

The three people moved extremely fast. Half a month later, they arrived at an area of high mountains 

and lofty peaks. 



“The two of you, this place is a forked-road. This emperor still has to make a trip to Southhope 

Stronghold and receive the Son of the Heavenly Dragon, Long Zheng, to the Purpledragon Stronghold. 

You guys travel too slowly, I’ll have to trouble you two to wait here for a few days. The latest by half a 

month, this Emperor will definitely catch up,” Ao Xu clasped his hands and said. 

Long Xiaochun’s thoughts were pure and did not suspect anything. Waving her hand, she said, “Go on, 

go on, we’ll wait for you.” 

Ao Xu smiled slightly, figure moving, and disappeared. 

After Ao Xu left, Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly but became alert. 

“Hey! Are you mistaken? You even made it through the Dragon Eye Cave, but this wilderness is scaring 

you?” Long Xiaochun snickered. 

Ye Yuan frowned and said in a solemn voice, “Better an open enemy than a false friend, an open foe 

may prove a curse but a pretend friend is even worse! The spatial structure here is very unstable. Once 

one hides in a spatial rift, it will be like a fish entering the sea. We will be unable to find those spatial 

rifts at all. Of course, this place is also the ideal place for an ambush!” 

Long Xiaochun laughed and said, “My Big Brother Ye Yuan, are you being overly cautious? This place is 

East Suppression Pseudo World. Who dares to ambush us in my noble Dragon Clan’s territory?” 

Clearly, Long Xiaochun did not take Ye Yuan’s cautiousness to heart at all. 

But Ye Yuan had journeyed north and south, and had gone to no idea how many places before and 

experienced how many massacres before. He naturally would not be as pure as Long Xiaochun. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “This place isn’t advisable to stay for too long. We’d better hurry up 

and leave.” 

Long Xiaochun said, “Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu asked us to wait here for him, if we were to go, how 

would he find us?” 

Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes and said with a cold smile, “I’m afraid that he doesn’t have good intentions 

too!” 

Originally, Ye Yuan did not have any suspicions towards Ao Xu either. But Ao Xu’s words just now had 

too many suspicious points! 

Travel slow? 

Forked road? 

Would bringing two Empyreans on the journey really delay a lot of time? 

Furthermore, this forked road was a little too coincidental, right? 

Instinct told him that this place was not safe! 

The more he thought, the more Ye Yuan felt that this was a scheme, a plot specifically to kill the two of 

them! 



Long Xiaochun felt that Ye Yuan was rather abnormal and said unhappily, “Ye Yuan, you’re too sensitive! 

Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu doesn’t put on any airs at all. Along the way, he also took extra care of us. How 

can he possibly harm us?” 

Ye Yuan could not help being speechless. This lass was too pure and did not know the viciousness of the 

human heart at all! 

He did not believe that this East Suppression Pseudo World was a pure land without strife. 

Although Ye Yuan did not know why Ao Xu would make a move against him, this place being very 

dangerous was certainly without a doubt. 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “You’re not going?” 

“I’m not going! Want to go, you go!” Long Xiaochun said stubbornly. 

Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Forget it, I want to see just what tricks Ao Xu can play!” 

He did not believe that Ao Xu dared to act against the two of them in a flagrant manner. 

After all, Ao Xu was a receiving envoy, if the two of them died in Ao Xu’s hands, he would have to be 

buried in death himself too. 

Long Xiaochun had a disdainful look as she said, “Ye Yuan, I’ve misjudged you! You’re projecting your 

own shortcomings onto others! Not every one is as black-hearted as you.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and paid no heed to it. Landing among the mountains, he found a place to rest. 

The way each person saw the world was different. Long Xiaochun’s thoughts were simple and naturally 

felt that this world was very simple. 

Didn’t Ye Yuan like this little sister because of this too? 

Loyal to friends, simple thoughts, having dealings with such a person took no effort at all. 

Ye Yuan did not haggle over it. Rather, Long Xiaochun was unrelenting and chased after Ye Yuan angrily 

and said, “Humph! I really couldn’t tell that you were such a person! Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu has no 

grudge nor enmity with us. He is also very kind. So what reason does he have to harm us ...” 

Got to admit, Ao Xu pretended very well along the way. Even Ye Yuan was deceived, let alone talk about 

Long Xiaochun. 

Ao Xu’s ripe old age was not lived in vain in the end. 

Even Ye Yuan also did not detect the killing intent in his heart. 

Along the way, Ao Xu was not overly close to the two, but he also did not put on the airs of a Heavenly 

Emperor. 

Answering every question, helping with every problem. 

Everything was expressed too normally. 

He looked just like a kind and gentle grandpa. 



If not for the reason just now being somewhat shoddy, coupled with that he was extremely sensitive to 

space, he probably would not discover the danger yet. 

“Talk! Say something! Being speechless, do you think that what I said makes sense? Humph! Half a 

month later, when Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu comes, see what face you still have to meet him!” Long 

Xiaochun said angrily. 

However, what Long Xiaochun did not expect was that Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu did not come. Instead, a 

bunch of ferocious and sinister bandits came. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2155: Battling a Hundred Empyreans! 

“Coming!” 

Ye Yuan currently had his eyes shut to rest, ignoring the chirping of the Long Xiaochun by the side. 

Suddenly, a ripple in space was keenly detected by him. 

Long Xiaochun was taken aback at first, following that, she grumbled, “Hey, you’re still using this kind of 

low-level method to bluff me, do you think that I’d believe?” 

But Ye Yuan ignored her and slowly got up. His gaze seemed to have seen through the dense woods, a 

solemn look on his face. 

In the distance, some powerful auras were currently coming over here! 

There was a series of rustling noises in the dense woods. Several dozen figures revealed their figures. 

The person in the front had thick bushy brows, a pair of eyes as sharp as an eagle’s. The scar at the 

corner of his eye drew all the way to the chin; extremely terrifying. 

The scarred man said in a cold voice, “Everyone, guard your positions well. This boy is proficient in 

spatial law. Don’t let him run!” 

“Yes, Lord Long Xiao!” Everyone answered. 

When this group of people appeared in front of Long Xiaochun, she was utterly stunned. 

Each and every one of these people’s auras was very powerful, they were actually all Empyrean 

powerhouses! 

The scarred man in the front even reached middle-stage Empyrean! 

Ye Yuan was long mentally prepared and was very calm as he slowly opened his mouth and said, “Did Ao 

Xu send you guys here?” 

Long Xiao laughed loudly and said, “Kid, want to bait me? However ... it doesn’t matter, because you’re 

dead for sure today! That’s right, it was indeed Lord Xu who sent us here! Looking at your appearance, 

you actually don’t feel surprised?” 

In Long Xiao’s eyes, Ye Yuan was already a turtle in one’s jaws. He would be dead for sure. 
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Although spatial law was formidable, as long as there were sufficient precautions, the opponent could 

not run at all. 

They were merely a thousand feet away from Ye Yuan right now. 

At this distance, Ye Yuan did not have the chance to execute spatial law to escape at all! 

But regarding Ye Yuan’s reaction, Long Xiao was very surprised. 

Since Ye Yuan was waiting here obediently, he shouldn’t have known that this was arranged by Lord Xu. 

But why was he so composed, like he knew long ago? 

This could not be explained! 

If he knew that it was Long Xiaochun’s assist, he would probably be beside himself with joy long ago. 

Hearing Long Xiao’s words, Long Xiaochun was completely dumbfounded. 

Long Xiaochun did not believe this as she said, “Impossible! This ... How is this possible? Lord Ao Xu is so 

nice. It must be you guys framing him!” 

Ye Yuan could not help being speechless and said, “That old man has probably lived for no less than ten 

million years. Wouldn’t pretending to be a kind grandpa be easily accomplished?” 

Long Xiaochun could not quite accept this truth. When she looked at Ye Yuan, her heart felt like it was 

being pricked. Lowering her eyes, she felt very guilty inside. 

“Sorry, I ... I was wrong! You ... You run away! Don’t worry about me!” Long Xiaochun was simple, but 

she was not dumb. 

She knew that she really misunderstood Ye Yuan. 

Ao Xu was completely and utterly a big liar! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What a joke. You’re my little sister, how can I possibly leave you and escape 

by myself?” 

Long Xiao laughed loudly and said, “Escape? Kid, you seem to not have realized your situation yet! In 

front of this Empyrean, you still want to run?” 

Long Xiaochun suddenly recalled something, looking at the scarred man, she cried out in shock, “Eagle 

eyes, scar, you ... you’re Long Xiao!” 

Long Xiao laughed loudly and said, “Looks like this Empyrean’s name is still somewhat resounding!” 

Long Xiaochun said anxiously, “Ye Yuan, quickly run! This guy is famous for killing people without batting 

an eyelid! Furthermore, he’s extremely strong, being unrivaled in the same rank! He committed 

numerous crimes in Purpledragon Stronghold and suffered the pursuit of several dozen black 

strongholds. Later, it alarmed an earth stronghold. Legends say that when he was still Third Firmament 

Empyrean, he had once encountered the pursuit of five great Third Firmament Empyreans before. In the 

end, those five great Empyreans were all killed by him!” 



If Long Xiao was just Second or Third Firmament Empyrean, Long Xiaochun would not be so nervous. She 

knew Ye Yuan’s combat power. 

Even if he could not win, there was still hope of running away. 

But this Long Xiao was a Fourth Firmament Empyrean mighty expert. Furthermore, his combat strength 

was extremely strong. Her assurance in Ye Yuan was not that big anymore. 

Long Xiaochun liked to pester Long Zhi, making him talk about some of the interesting things of the East 

Suppression Pseudo World and the outside world. 

Long Xiao’s fame in the boundary of Purpledragon Stronghold was very great. Long Zhi had mentioned it 

once before, so that was how she knew. 

“Heh heh, since you know this Empyrean’s battle achievements, then you should know that you’re dead 

for sure today, right? In order to deal with you, this father of yours has brought out all the elite troops!” 

Long Xiao said with a cold laugh. 

Among the dozen over Empyreans present, just the Third Firmament Empyreans were as many as three! 

There were also seven to eight Second Firmament Empyreans. First Firmament Empyreans likewise had 

seven to eight people. 

Coupled with Long Xiao, this Fourth Firmament Empyrean super powerhouse, this was practically a 

certain-kill trap. 

Ye Yuan’s expression also had a rare show of seriousness. 

His current strength facing off against a First Firmament Empyrean was virtually insta-skill. 

Facing a Second Firmament Empyrean, he could also fight and win. 

But facing off with a Third Firmament Empyrean would be somewhat taxing. 

After all, each minor realm of Empyrean Realm, the span was tremendous; difficult to go beyond. 

Ye Yuan broke through to Chaos Realm, fused essence, energy, and spirit three paths, coupled with 

outstanding combat strength, that was how he could jump realms and battle. 

But dealing with so many Empyreans at the same time, furthermore, it was even all Empyreans whose 

realms were higher than him, it would naturally not be that easy for him anymore. 

As for the Chaos Essence One Breath Sword, that was his final trump card. 

Whether this move could kill the Fourth Firmament Empyrean Long Xiao or not was really hard to say. 

If the one strike failed, the consequences would be dangerous. 

This kind of move, even he could not randomly execute it. 

“It looks like Ao Xu really put in the blood capital in order to deal with me! However ... do you all think 

that killing me is that easy?” Ye Yuan said with a cold smile. 



Long Xiao smiled and said, “Of course this Empyrean knows that you’re not easy to kill! Otherwise, could 

you, a First Firmament Empyrean, require this Empyrean’s grand presence? Since this Empyrean came, 

I’ve naturally readied everything! Brothers, kill for me!” 

Under the word of command, roughly 17 to 18 Empyrean powerhouses attacked together! 

This commotion was truly earth-shaking. 

Empyrean powerhouses, those were all major powers that could move mountains and empty seas. With 

17 to 18 Empyreans, what kind of line-up was that? 

Especially the three Third Firmament Empyreans, three blade images directly cut through the void, 

arriving in front of Ye Yuan instantly. 

“Be careful!” 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly, directly pulling Long Xiaochun and escaping into the void, dodging those blade 

images. 

Incredibly dangerous! 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised in his heart. These three great Empyrean’s combat strengths far exceeded 

his imagination. 

Their laws were not considered too outstanding. But these three people, one look, and it was clear that 

they were veterans of a hundred battles. Their application of laws already reached the acme of 

perfection. 

Coupled with the pressure from their cultivation realms, as well as the three people’s tacit cooperation, 

it was troublesome to the extreme! 

It seemed like these guys had long already mastered their abilities under the pursuit of the Dragon Clan. 

Not just them, the other Empyrean powerhouses were all not amateurs too! 

Ye Yuan reckoned that if those so-called geniuses matched up against these people, they probably 

would not even know how they died! 

Ye Yuan was startled, but he did not know that Long Xiao who was watching the fight from the sidelines 

was more shocked than he was! 

He understood the strength of these brothers too well. Putting a Third Firmament Empyrean here, in 

less than three exchanges, they would definitely die grievously. 

But Ye Yuan’s application of spatial law was too terrifying. 

More than ten rounds had passed, they actually did not even touch the corners of his clothes! 

Let alone that Ye Yuan was even bringing along Long Xiaochun, who was being a burden. 
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“Ye Yuan, let go of me! If you bring me along, it’s impossible for you to escape!” Long Xiaochun said 

anxiously. 

She also saw through that these Empyreans that Long Xiao brought, each one was incomparably 

powerful, with their combat strength far surpassing those in the same rank. 

Furthermore, their cooperation was extremely ingenious. They had clearly gone through countless trials 

before there was such tacit understanding. 

“Enough crap, I’ll get distracted like this! Relax your mind and just follow me!” Ye Yuan said calmly. 

Long Xiaochun was startled in her heart and could only follow along as Ye Yuan ordered. 

One of the Third Firmament Empyreans suddenly shouted, “Big Brother, come up with some ideas!” 

Long Xiao said in a clear voice, “Don’t panic! Let him hide! No matter how ingenious his movement 

technique is, there will definitely be times when he’s careless! Competing in willpower, we have never 

lost to anyone before!” 

“Heh heh, alright!” 

When the group of Empyreans heard Long Xiao’s words, the strength in their hands became steadier. 

These Empyreans were not in a hurry at all, like cats catching mice. The intention was to slowly wear out 

Ye Yuan to death. 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised in his heart. Long Xiao’s one sentence made these guys’ combat power 

rise several levels! 

This was not the increase in strength, but the stabilization of mental state. 

In a fight, the more stable the mentality, the more one could tend to perform exceptionally well! 

Three great Empyreans were the main attackers, the rest supported from the sides. 

But each person, even if it was a First Firmament Empyrean, one could not overlook them. 

A move of theirs that suddenly appeared would seriously injure you. 

These people’s cooperation was simply impeccable! 

One must find an opportunity to break this balance. 

Otherwise, it would be dangerous today. 

Let alone that the strongest Long Xiao had not even made a move until now! 

“No wonder even Lord Ao Xu was very wary of you. Even if your strength was placed in the Battle of 

Dragon Sons this time, it will absolutely be top-notch too. What’s even more terrifying is that you’re 

only First Firmament Empyrean! Heh heh, but no matter how strong you are, it’s also a certain-death 

situation today. Kid, don’t struggle anymore!” Long Xiao said with a big laugh at the side. 

Him talking on the sidelines was disrupting Ye Yuan’s state of mind. 



Sure enough, Ye Yuan’s situation became even more critical. 

Suddenly, a First Firmament Empyrean saw an opening and stabbed toward Long Xiaochun with a 

sword. 

Long Xiaochun turned pale with fright, but it was already too late to want to stop it. 

At the critical moment, Ye Yuan flashed and blocked in front of Long Xiaochun. 

Swish! 

The long sword stabbed right into Ye Yuan’s chest. 

“Ye Yuan!” Long Xiaochun turned pale with fright and screamed out. 

The other Empyrean’s eyes lit up, akin to sharks that smelled the scent of blood, blade lights and sword 

images all hacking towards Ye Yuan. 

“Good!” When Long Xiao saw this scene, he could not refrain from cheering. 

Yet, right at this time, a change suddenly occurred! 

Ye Yuan suffering this sword did not collapse like everyone imagined. Instead, he opposed the 

momentum and stabbed a sword out! 

“True Sword Hollow Etch!” 

Ye Yuan’s low voice sounded out. An unparalleled sword energy directly blasted the First Firmament 

Empyrean in front of him to dregs. 

“Go!” 

Ye Yuan did not stop in the slightest, pulling Long Xiaochun and flashing, he directly tunneled out of the 

group of Empyreans’ encirclement. 

This scene happened too suddenly, everyone did not react in time and let him succeed in breaking out 

of the encirclement. 

“Ye Yuan, a-are you alright?” 

Long Xiaochun looked at that sword stuck in Ye Yuan’s body, tears almost falling out. 

Ye Yuan only got hurt in order to protect her. 

Falling into a heavy encirclement was also because of her willfulness. 

Long Xiaochun felt wronged to the extreme in her heart. 

Ye Yuan just chuckled, reached his hand out, and slowly pulled out the long sword. 

There was not even a drop of blood left behind on the sword. 

When Long Xiao and the rest saw this scene, their eyes went wide. 

“This ... How is this possible?” Long Xiao said in disbelief. 



A First Firmament Empyrean being stabbed through by another First Firmament Empyrean with a sword, 

he was actually completely fine? 

Long Xiaochun opened her mouth wide, a disbelieving look on her face. 

“Huhu, you forgot, my physical body is very strong! How can this degree of attack hurt me?” Ye Yuan 

said with a light laugher. 

Long Xiao’s pupils constricted, seemingly thinking of something. He then cried out in surprise, “Perfect 

seventh transformation! He ... He’s at the perfect seventh transformation” 

“What? Is there really someone who can achieve perfect seventh transformation in this world?” 

“I heard that the people with perfect seventh transformation can become impervious to swords and 

spears, having a perfect defense! Unless one’s cultivation realm exceeds by a lot, otherwise, they would 

not be able to even breach the defenses. I didn’t expect that it’s actually true!” 

“That nirvanic tribulation is so horrifying! How did he transcend it?” 

... ... 

Cries of exclamations similarly came from the group of Empyreans. Clearly, they were shocked by the 

perfect seventh transformation, this term. 

The dragon race’s physical body was extremely powerful. It was also precisely because so that they 

yearned for the perfect seventh transformation immensely. 

But innumerable pioneers had once attempted it before, they all ended in failure. 

But today, they actually saw a living perfect seventh transformation, how could they not be shocked? 

Long Xiao gritted his teeth and said, “Boy, turns out that this is your trump card! But it ends here!” 

Bang! 

A powerful aura erupted. The pressure of a Fourth Firmament Empyrean made even space tremble. 

But Ye Yuan did not care in the slightest and said with a faint smile, “My trump cards are plentiful 

Starting from now, savor my methods well. Have a taste of what’s called ... pain!” 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, directly teleporting away. 

The interval before was actually done on purpose by Ye Yuan. 

It was in order to break through these people’s encirclement. 

As long as he broke through, with his spatial law powers, it would be difficult for these people to want to 

catch him again. 

“Want to go? How can it be that easy? Eat this blade of mine!” 



The short knife in Long Xiao’s hand raised up, the surging vital energy carried an astonishing blade, 

directly cutting through the sky, catching up to Ye Yuan instantly. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s figure swayed and he actually disappeared! 

This heaven-shocking blade of Long Xiao’s actually struck nothing! 

“Not good! This kid is running to hide into the spatial rift! Chase!” Long Xiao said with narrowed eyes. 

... ... 

Inside the spatial rift, Long Xiaochun had a look of pleasant surprise. 

Earlier, Ye Yuan getting injured frightened her badly. 

But at this very moment, her guilt was tossed beyond the ninth heaven by her long ago. 

“Hahaha ... too exciting! Ye Yuan, it’s really too exciting!” Long Xiaochun had long already forgotten 

about the anxiety and panic earlier, a look of excitement on her face. 

Toward this plucky little sister, Ye Yuan was directly rendered speechless. 

“Xiaochun, want to play a game or not?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

“I want, I want! How to play, Ye Yuan?” Long Xiaochun clapped her hands and said gleefully. 

Her thought process was clearly different from others. Others would definitely roll their eyes and scold 

Ye Yuan viciously at this time. 

What time was it, still playing games? 

Yet, the moment Long Xiaochun heard playing games, she immediately became excited. 

“Alright then, starting from now, you have to listen to me for everything! Since this guy dared to come 

and ambush me, he’ll have to be prepared to pay a painful price!” Ye Yuan narrowed his eyes, seething 

with killing intent. 

Long Xiaochun nodded her head like a chicken pecking for rice as she said, “Say it! I’ll listen to you! You 

rest assured. In order to make up for the mistake that I made, I’ll go all out! You say, play what game?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Hide and seek!” 
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Chapter 2157: : Hide And Seek 

A Third Firmament Empyrean said, “Big Brother, this brat hides inside the spatial rift. He wants to play 

hide and seek with us!” 

“A fool who overestimates his own ability! This stretch of space is our old den. He wants to play hide and 

seek with us in our lair? This Empyrean wants to see whether it’s him who plays with me, or me who 

toys with him! Long Xi, Long Zhao, Long Ming, the three of you each lead a team and march forward. 

Play with this kid well!” Long Xiao said with a cold smile. 

Long Xi, Long Zhao, Long Ming, were those Third Firmament Empyrean powerhouses. 
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Getting Long Xiao’s orders, the two people clasped their hands and said smilingly, “Big Brother, rest 

assured. This area of spatial rifts is our own backyard. Even if that brat wants to run, he also can’t 

escape!” 

This area of space was layered upon layers; complicated to the extreme. 

Long Xiao’s main camp was established inside. 

So, to them, this place was too familiar. 

Ye Yuan entering this region of spatial rifts was equivalent to walking right into a trap. 

Long Xi three people each led their own squad and started digging everywhere, carrying out a carpet-

bombing-style search on this area of space. 

“This brat is really impressive! There are so many of us, we actually failed to kill him!” 

“Humph! Mingxin’s death must be avenged! If I catch him, I’ll definitely hack him into a thousand 

pieces!” 

Long Mingxin was the First Firmament Empyrean that Ye Yuan killed. This result made them very 

aggrieved. 

So many people besieged Ye Yuan, but in the end, he actually escaped. 

“Enough! Everyone, be more alert! Especially when we get to those folded space areas, be careful of his 

ambush!” Long Xi said in a solemn voice. 

Following Long Xiao, he could be said to be a veteran of hundred battles and also developed an 

extremely vigilant personality. 

Although this was in their own lair, he still maintained sufficient vigilance. 

Suddenly, a figure flashed out ahead, who could it be if not Long Xiaochun? 

“Hehehe ... you bad guys, go and die!” Long Xiaochun made a funny face as she said. 

Long Xi’s face fell. Lifting his hand, it was a swift and fierce blade! 

“Oh my!” 

Long Xiaochun cried out strangely, figure flashing, and actually disappeared. 

Bang! 

From the diagonal stab, a sudden shocking energy undulation directly blasted a First Firmament 

Empyrean to meat paste! 

“Ao Zhou!” Long Xi’s two eyes went wide and he roared angrily. 

This Ao Zhou was Long Xi’s old subordinate. The two people’s feelings were extremely deep. 

Long Xi did not expect that Ao Zhou was actually killed by Ye Yuan right under his eyelids! 

This move earlier was clearly True Sword Hollow Etch. Who was it if not Ye Yuan attacking? 



True Sword Hollow Etch this move releasing, it did not have any energy undulations at all. It was 

impossible to guard against. 

Coupled with Long Xiaochun being deliberately misleading earlier, attracting everyone’s attention, with 

this, even Long Xi did not manage to react to it as well. 

“W-Why would this place have an area of folded space? Why?! Why have we never discovered it 

before?” Long Xi howled. 

Long Xi looked carefully, the place where Ye Yuan suddenly sneak attacked just now was actually an area 

of extremely hidden space! 

This hidden space, they had never discovered it before. 

But Ye Yuan actually hid here and made a move against them! 

This was also to say that Ye Yuan understood this spatial rift better than them! 

“Chase! Even if Your Father turns the spatial rifts upside-down, I’ll also find you!” 

The Long Xi under a towering rage tunneled into this folded space with a grunt. 

Swoosh! 

A figure flashed past from afar, Long Xi sent a saber slash over without a word. 

But that figure flashed, dodging this blade lightly, and disappeared once more. 

Long Xi’s face fell and he said with a cold yell, “Chase!” 

Just like this, Long Xi passed through one folded space after another. 

“Ahhh!!” 

Suddenly, a miserable scream came over. 

Long Xi’s expression changed, and he cried out in surprise, “It’s Long Bi’s voice! That boy actually, killed a 

Second Firmament Empyrean?” 

A subordinate warned, “Lord Long Xi, this boy is full of tricks. Furthermore, he’s extremely powerful. We 

can’t keep on chasing after him like this! Otherwise, we’ll be routed by him!” 

Long Xi’s expression flickered incessantly. Finally, he still nodded his head. 

But, when they attempted to traverse through space and find the way they came from, they discovered 

to their dismay that ... they were lost! 

“Lord Long Xi, this ... How is this possible?”” 

“This place is our doorstep. We actually ... actually got lost?” 

... ... 

The group of subordinates was in a state of disbelief. They actually got lost at their front door! 



They thought that they knew this place like the back of their hands, but being brought around by Ye 

Yuan a few times, they actually could not find the way that they came from anymore. 

Long Xi’s eyes narrowed and he gritted his teeth and said, “This boy’s spatial law is even more 

formidable than we imagined! He brought us into a spatial maze!” 

“S-Spatial maze? Then ... Then wouldn’t we be unable to go out?” 

“This isn’t possible! Since it’s a spatial maze, how does he get out himself?” 

When everyone heard this news, each and every one of their expressions changed drastically. 

Space was an extremely convoluted and profound thing to begin with. It was far from as simple as it 

looked on the surface. 

Otherwise, spatial law also would not be called one of the supreme laws. 

Inside space, there were layers upon layers. It was a maze in the first place. 

Empyrean powerhouses were able to utilize spatial law, but it was just in a more superficial manner. 

The truly obscure and difficult to understand areas, they were unable to touch it at all. 

And this area of spatial rifts was far more complicated than the outside world. So, when Long Xiao they 

all hid inside, even if a Heavenly Emperor came, it would also be very hard to find. 

A spatial maze was actually a deep layer of superimposed space; fragile and complicated. 

Once falling into this layer, wanting to find the way back again would be difficult! 

Long Xi chased after Ye Yuan in a sullen rage and actually came into a spatial maze unknowingly. 

This was clearly Ye Yuan’s scheme. 

They never would have thought that Ye Yuan entering this spatial rift was like a fish entering the sea; 

knowing everything about it. 

But their doorstep became their graveyard. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s figure walked out of a corner. “No need to worry. Very soon ... you guys will be able 

to go and meet your companions.” 

Long Xi looked at Ye Yuan, gritted his teeth, and said, “Brat, do you think that you can trap us like this? 

This Empyrean tells you, even if it’s a spatial maze, with our understanding of the spatial rifts, as long as 

we find a familiar plane, we’ll be able to return to the surface layer space!” 

But Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a smile, “When did I say before that I want to use the spatial 

maze to trap you all?” 

Long Xi’s pupils constricted and he said in alarm and anger, “You ... What are you trying to do?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Haven’t you already guessed what I want to do? Spatial ... collapse!” 



It was only to see Ye Yuan stomp his feet. Chaos divine essence suddenly erupted. Chaos divine essence 

that was interwoven in space actually started collapsing layer upon layer. 

A tyrannical energy spewed forth without restraint inside the spatial rifts. 

Long Xi said in a great rage, “Brat, if you make space collapse, you’ll die in here too!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’re thinking too much! How can my understanding of spatial law be what 

you can imagine?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2158: : Immense Grief 

 “Not good! Spatial collapse! 

Feeling that intense energy undulation, Long Xiao’s face turned white with a whoosh. 

His figure suddenly moved, virtually arriving at a certain area among the spatial rifts in an instant. 

However, it was already too late! 

Once a spatial collapse occurred, it was like a domino effect. The energy undulation that was setting off 

became stronger and stronger. 

Even he, this Fourth Firmament Empyrean, once he got caught inside, it would be certain death too. 

“Ye Yuan!” 

Long Xiao’s heart suddenly ached, as if his heart was being rended. 

Among these subordinates, Long Xi followed him the longest, and the relationship was also the deepest. 

Long Xiao never dreamed of this situation. When facing the encirclement and suppression of countless 

Heavenly Emperor and Empyrean powerhouses, they could even escape alive, but today, they would 

actually die here! 

Died at the hands of a brat who just entered Empyrean! 

“Is it very painful?” A figure walked out of the void, his face full of coldness. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Long Xiao’s two eyes turned bloodshot and he gritted his teeth and said, “Punk, this 

Empyrean will definitely rip you apart today!” 

Long Xiao raised his saber and arrived in an instant! 

The powerful blade light virtually tore space apart. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s figure dodged slightly, and he disappeared right before Long Xiao’s eyes. 

“For so many years, you guys and Ao Xu have worked in cahoots, butchering how many of your same 

kind? Have you ever thought about … whether their family members would feel pain or not? I have no 

grudge nor enmity with you guys, but you want to ambush us. Since that’s the case, then you’ll have to 

be prepared for my vengeance! Relax, the game has just started.” 
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Ye Yuan walked out of another folded layer of space, his words full of frostiness. 

Long Xiao this group of people had their hands stained with fresh blood. Ye Yuan did not have any 

psychological restraint when killing them. 

If not for his numerous means, he would definitely die at Long Xiao’s hands today. 

Once Ye Yuan was enraged, the consequences were very terrifying. 

Now, Long Xiao tasted the bitter fruit. 

However, Long Xiao had more rage currently, it was the fury of not being content with anything less 

than his destruction. 

Long Xiao raised his blade and chased after Ye Yuan. But unfortunately, in this spatial rift that he was 

incomparably familiar with, he was like a headless fly, being led by the nose by Ye Yuan, running around 

everywhere. 

Occasionally, he would intrude into a layer of folded space, but seeing his subordinates’ corpse, his eyes 

could not help turning bloodshot from anger. 

Apart from Long Xi that squad being completely wiped out, the other teams were already thoroughly 

broken up by Ye Yuan and Long Xiaochun two people as well. 

A powerful besieging team became all alone by themselves now. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, killing a lone Second Firmament Empyrean was not a hard thing. 

A carefully planned encirclement evolved into a one-sided massacre in the end. 

Long Xiao’s heart was dripping blood, these Empyreans were all old brothers who have followed him for 

hundreds of thousands of years, braving through wind and rain together, living days on the edge of 

danger before there was today. 

He did not expect that all of them fell here today, right at their own doorstep. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, he finally felt the taste of pain! 

Long Xiao had a body full of powerful strength, but in this area of spatial rifts, there was no room for him 

to unleash his ability at all. 

His saber had just raised up and Ye Yuan already vanished. 

But in half a day, the 17 to 18 Empyreans that Long Xiao brought over only had a scanty few people left. 

“Ye Yuan, come out for me! If you have the capabilities, have an open and above-board showdown with 

me!” Long Xiao roared at the depths of the void. 

“B-Boss!” Suddenly, a voice sounded out behind. 

Long Xiao turned his head to look, it was the Long Zhao whose two eyes were thoroughly red. 

His eyes were not red from killing, but red from crying. 



One brother after another dying made Long Zhao mourn endlessly. 

“Long Zhao! I finally found you! Follow me! Make sure not to leave. When we see that little brute, you 

and I work together, we can definitely kill him!” Long Xiao gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Long Zhao’s eyes were red as he said, “Boss, are we still fighting? S-Surrender!” 

Long Xiao’s gaze turned cold and he said in a chilly voice, “So many brothers have died, but you’re asking 

me to surrender? If I don’t carve that punk up into a thousand pieces today, I, Long Xiao, swear that I’m 

lesser than human!” 

“But we can’t find him at all! He understands this region of space like the back of his hand and even 

comes and goes freely the deep layers of space. His spatial law has reached rank six at the minimum!” 

Long Zhao already did not have any temper. What was terrifying was not a powerful opponent, but an 

opponent that you could not understand at all. 

Could not even catch the other party’s shadow, how to fight still? 

Long Xiao’s expression was livid too. Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s figure flashed, and Long Xiao said in a cold 

voice, “Chase!” 

Swoosh! 

Space fluctuated, it suddenly became clear before his eyes. 

At this place, cherry blossoms were in full bloom, a small stream flowed past some cottages, young 

children horsed around in the village. It was actually a retreat away from the turmoil of the world. 

Far away, Long Xiaochun was currently playing with a few children in great delight. 

But Long Xiao’s expression changed wildly! 

He stared fixedly at the Ye Yuan standing in the air far away and said in a cold voice, “Boy, what do you 

want to do?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept across the village, a hint of gentleness flashing across his eyes. 

“Surrender,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ye Yuan traversed through the void and unintentionally discovered this place. 

Only then did he know. It turned out this was Long Xiao’s den. 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that Long Xiao and the rest killed and pillaged outside, committing all kinds 

of atrocities, it was actually for the sake of this otherworldly paradise. 

Originally, Ye Yuan was planning on directly entrapping Long Xiao they all to death in the void. 

With Ye Yuan’s spatial law attainments, even if he could not kill Long Xiao, he still had assurance for the 

others. 

Even if it was a Third Firmament Empyrean, under Ye Yuan’s sneak attack, it was very hard to survive 

too. 



But now, he changed his mind. 

The hand that Long Xiao held his saber trembled lightly. 

Clearly, he was struggling fiercely in his heart. 

“Boss! Give up! We have no chances of victory!” Long Zhao said with reddened eyes. 

Long Xiao looked at Ye Yuan and gritted his teeth and said, “How do I know whether he’ll strike to kill or 

not after surrendering?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If I want to deal a killing blow, it wouldn’t be such a situation now.” 

Long Xiao’s pupils constricted, immediately understanding Ye Yuan’s meaning. 

If Ye Yuan was a mindless butcher of innocent people, or someone who was callous and merciless, he 

should have threatened with the lives of women and children currently, and not stand here talking to 

him perfectly well. 

Clearly, that way of directly threatening was more effective. 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Several figures suddenly dashed out, it was Long Ming and the others. 

When they saw this scene, their expressions immediately changed dramatically. 

Ye Yuan actually found their lair! 

Their lair was extremely hidden, it had never been exposed before for so many years. Did not expect 

that it was actually found by Ye Yuan. 

“B-Boss!” Long Ming also said, seemingly rather parched. 

Suddenly, Long Xiao’s hand loosened up. That heavy short blade dropped down at a high speed, sticking 

into the soil with a clank. 

Thud! 

Long Xiao directly knelt in front of Ye Yuan in the air and said with gritted teeth, “Long Xiao had eyes but 

failed to recognize Mount Tai and offended Lord Dragon Son. I hope that Your Excellency punishes! I 

only hope that Your Excellency lifts your hand high up in mercy and let the people of Dragon Source 

Village go!” 

As he said, Long Xiao directly sealed his divine sea and became a cripple. 

Seeing Long Ming like this, the rest no longer had the will to fight, throwing down their weapons one 

after another, and kneeling in front of Ye Yuan. 

“Your Excellency please lift your hand high up in mercy! We’re willing to take the punishment!” 
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Chapter 2159: You Seem Very Disappointed 

At Purpledragon Stronghold, a group of Son of the Heavenly Dragons were already ready and waiting for 

orders to set off. 

Two people surrounded a handsome youth, their attitude rather humble. 

“Huhu, with Brother Yu’s strength, you’ll definitely radiate splendor in the Battle of Dragon Sons this 

time!” 

The one talking was precisely the Long Zheng that Ao Xu brought back. 

“That’s right! Big Brother Yu already has no opponents among our Purpledragon Stronghold’s junior 

generation. Only those people that came down from the Heavenly Dragon Mountain have the 

qualifications to be his match.” 

This was another one of Purpledragon Stronghold’s Son of the Heavenly Dragon, Ao Zhong. 

Long Xiaochun did not have a Heavenly Dragon Mark, but her identity was special, and an exception was 

made this time for her to participate in the Battle of Dragon Sons. 

“Humph! That Raindragon Stronghold is so haughty, to actually not arrive yet until now!” Long Zheng 

said with a cold snort. 

After a few sentences of small talk, Ao Yu gave Ao Xu a signal. The two people found a quiet place and 

started discussing in whispers. 

“Second Uncle, is that punk really as incredible as you said?” Ao Yu said with a frown. 

“More than incredible! You think about it, what kind of existence is Sacred Ancestor High Priest? How 

can a person that could make him personally confer as sage be of the ordinary sort? If let him grow 

unchecked, he’ll definitely be your great enemy in the future!” Ao Xu said. 

Ao Xu had already told Ao Yu about Ye Yuan’s monstrousness. 

It was just that these words ultimately sounded like some Arabian night fantasy tale. So he was still not 

willing to believe it. 

Ao Yu was arrogant at heart and haughty in manner. Normally, he would not place his peers in his sights 

at all. Now, a freak that was even more impressive than him suddenly popped out, he was naturally 

unhappy in his heart. 

But Ao Yu also knew that Ao Xu would not lie to him in this sort of thing. 

“You’re sure that he won’t make it anymore?” Ao Yu’s eyes glinted as he asked. 

Ao Xu smiled and said, “You’re aware of Long Xiao’s strength! Even if he’s a Son of the Heavenly Dragon, 

he’s also just a genius that hasn’t grown up. How can he possibly survive at the hands of a Fourth 

Firmament Empyrean? Let alone that each and every one of his subordinates are all extremely fierce. 

Even if a peak Third Firmament Empyrean ran into them, he can only nurse a grievance and die!” 
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Ao Yu also smiled slightly when he heard it and said, “Second Uncle does things flawlessly, eliminating a 

great calamity in my heart for me! Second Uncle, rest assured. When I step into Heavenly Dragon 

Mountain in the future, I definitely won’t forget Second Uncle’s kindness.” 

Ao Xu was delighted in his heart, but he had a smile on his face as he said, “You brat, what are you still 

being courteous with Second Uncle for?” 

The group of people was currently showing impatience from waiting when suddenly, someone came to 

report, saying that traces of Bandit Xiao was discovered in the vicinity of Cloudheaven Mountain Range. 

Clearly, they had experienced a great battle. The aura of a human was even left behind. 

Most likely, the Son of the Heavenly Dragon Ye Yuan and Long Xiaochun were already killed! 

Everyone knew that Ye Yuan this Son of the Heavenly Dragon, the aura of a human on him was the 

strongest. 

Then this aura was definitely left behind by him. 

Once these words came out, it stunned the entire Purpledragon Stronghold. 

A Son of the Heavenly Dragon being killed was equivalent to a heaven stronghold’s dragon lord being 

killed. That was a major incident. 

When Ao Xu heard this news, his expression changed wildly. Thumping his fists and stomping his feet, he 

said, “H-How can this be? This ... This is all my fault! If not for me leaving them in Cloudheaven 

Mountain Range, they also wouldn’t have run into Bandit Xiao, that bunch of vicious and unrestrained 

gang!” 

Ao Xu had a remorseful and angry look, full of an ashamed and indignant expression. 

One had to admit, his acting skill was mastered to perfection and could even win the best actor award. 

This matter, it was naturally his responsibility that was the greatest. But looking at his appearance, the 

others could not very well blame him anymore. 

Purpledragon Stronghold’s Dragon Lord frowned slightly, no idea what he was thinking. 

“Protector Xu, nobody wished to see this sort of thing either. Don’t blame yourself too much.” 

“Yeah, Protector Xu! This matter isn’t what you hoped for, it was all Bandit Xiao’s fault!” 

... ... 

When the group of people saw Ao Xu crying, being heart-broken, they all came forward and started 

comforting. 

Ao Xu wiped away his tears, came before Dragon Lord, knelt straight down, and said in grief and 

indignation, “Dragon Lord, Ao Xu requests to head to Cloudheaven Mountain Range to clean up Bandit 

Xiao! This time, even if I stand guard for 100 thousand years, Ao Xu also must kill all of them!” 



Dragon Lord gave him a glance with a deep meaning, let out a sigh, and said, “Forget it. This matter 

wasn’t what you hoped for. That Bandit Xiao is extremely cunning. Even if a Heavenly Emperor went, it’s 

also useless. This matter, this emperor will ask for punishment from Heavenly Dragon Mountain.” 

Although Dragon Lord had some suspicions, this incident had no evidence, he could not very well 

sentence Ao Xu’s crime with just empty words too. 

But this matter was indeed fishy! 

“Dragon Lord, this ... I hope that dragon lord gives Ao Xu a chance to make amends for my crime and 

take revenge for Dragon Son Ye and Long Xiaochun!” Ao Xu was still grieving as he said. 

“Oh? What happened? Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu is actually going to avenge me?” 

Dragon Lord was just about to speak when two young figures suddenly walked out of the void. 

When Ao Xu heard this voice, his eyes went wide, as if he had seen a ghost. He said in shock, “You ... 

You’re actually fine?” 

When Ao Xu saw the other party, how could he still not understand who it was? 

His gaze stared fixedly at Ye Yuan as if wanting to see through him. 

Ye Yuan scoffed. “Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu seems to be very disappointed that I’m alright!” 

The shock in Ao Xu’s heart was simply unable to use words to describe. 

A mere First Firmament Empyrean could actually survive under Long Xiao’s besieging, this was too 

inconceivable! 

The strength of Long Xiao this group of people, he was all too clear. Forget about a First Firmament 

Empyrean, even if it was a Fourth Firmament Empyrean, they could forget about returning alive too. 

Otherwise, Purpledragon Stronghold had so many Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, how could Long 

Xiao, a mere Fourth Firmament Empyrean, live until now? 

There was naturally Ao Xu’s assistance involved, but their own strength also occupied a crucial reason. 

But what was this situation right now? 

Ao Xu reacted very quickly, saying with some awkwardness, “H-Haha, how can it be? For Dragon Son Ye 

to be able to return safely, this emperor is more than happy! I brought Long Zheng to go find you guys 

later on, but at that time, you guys were already not around.” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu going to find us, you wanted to 

confirm whether or not we were killed, right?” 

Ao Xu’s face changed and he said, “What do you mean?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What I mean, don’t you understand? These few years, you instigated Long 

Xiao and the rest to kill and pillage, committing all kinds of atrocities, cumulating numerous crimes. 

You’re the main culprit behind Long Xiao’s atrocities!” 



Talking towards the back, Ye Yuan’s tone gradually turned cold, his voice carrying anger. 

“What? The boss behind Bandit Xiao is Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu? How can this be possible?” 

“This brat wouldn’t be crazy, right? To actually frame Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu?” 

“Heavenly Emperor Ao Xu is normally kind toward others in the stronghold and is the most amiable and 

approachable Heavenly Emperor powerhouse. How can he possibly be Bandit Xiao’s boss?” 

“Even if he’s a Son of the Heavenly Dragon, he also can’t give a false account of the facts and invert 

black and white!” 

... ... 

A stone stirred up a thousand layered wave, Ye Yuan’s words stirred up a fierce discussion in the crowd. 

Naturally, there were more people who did not believe it. 

Ao Xu this person was indeed very adept at pretending. Normally, his reputation in the stronghold was 

also extremely good. 

Hence, the moment Ye Yuan said it, everyone felt that Ye Yuan was finding fault instead. 

“Hahaha ... Dragon Son Ye, this is the most hilarious joke that this Emperor has heard! You also heard it, 

everyone is aware of my, Ao Xu’s, conduct. How can I possibly be the culprit behind Bandit Xiao?” Ao Xu 

laughed loudly and said. 
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Chapter 2160: Miscalculating and Stumbling? 

“Dragon Son Ye, although your status is noble, Ao Xu is my Purpledragon Stronghold’s heavenly 

emperor. His status is noble and can’t be easily insulted. Saying this sort of words, you have to take out 

hard evidence!” 

The dragon lord who had been silent all along suddenly spoke up. 

Ye Yuan’s sudden appearance made him rather surprised. 

Being able to escape from under the hands of Bandit Xiao with this bit of strength, got to admit, Ye 

Yuan’s strength was pretty good. 

Of course, it was likely more to do with luck. 

Long Xiao this group of people, all of them were cunning like foxes, coming and going without a trace. 

Furthermore, their methods were extremely vicious and there had never been survivors. 

Even the Sons of the Heavenly Dragon that died under their hands were quite a few too! 

They did not expect that this time, this Son of the Heavenly Dragon actually escaped. 

Ye Yuan looked at Ao Xu and said smilingly, “You seem to be very proud of yourself. Do you feel that I 

can’t do anything to you?” 
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Ao Xu snorted coldly and said, “Dragon Son Ye, this emperor calls you dragon son out of respect to the 

Heavenly Dragon Mountain! But you slandered this emperor, this emperor won’t willingly take things 

lying down either! Heavenly Emperors can’t be slandered!” 

Ao Xu said it righteously as if the villain was Ye Yuan. 

Everyone present knew Ao Xu’s ‘personality, and all felt that Ye Yuan was making trouble out of nothing. 

But Ye Yuan shook his head and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Looks like you won’t shed tears 

without seeing the coffin. Dragon Lord Purpledragon, I wonder what’s the crime of murdering a Son of 

the Heavenly Dragon?” 

Dragon Lord’s eyes glinted and he slowly said, “Murdering a Son of the Heavenly Dragon, one will be 

executed! However, the status of a Heavenly Emperor is transcendent, according to the rules set by 

Heavenly Dragon Mountain, they will be relegated to the second level of the Dragon Eye Cave!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes glimmered. The second level of the Dragon Eye Cave, that mysterious powerhouse 

should have come out of there, right? 

But he guessed wrongly, Bai Chen did not come from the second level, but from a deeper place. 

Ao Xu’s face fell, and he said, “Ye Yuan! A clay bodhisattva still has some anger! You provoked time and 

again, deliberately misrepresenting things. Just what intentions do you have? Do you think that with the 

status of a Son of the Heavenly Dragon, you can do whatever you want?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Wow, cornered dog about to jump the wall, is it? No rush, no rush. Come, 

come, come. Meet an old friend.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan pointed at the void, several figures fell out. 

The few people had both hands behind their backs, kneeling in front of everyone, but had arrogant and 

unyielding faces. 

Seeing these few people, Ao Xu’s expression changed wildly. 

“Long Xiao! It’s the devil’s incarnate, Long Xiao! He ... He had his divine sea sealed!” 

“This ... This isn’t possible! What kind of character is the living King Yama Long Xiao? How can he 

possibly be caught by him?” 

“It turns out that he didn’t escape from Long Xiao’s hands, but he captured Long Xiao! It’s been so many 

years. Purpledragon Stronghold has sent out how many Heavenly Emperors and Empyreans, but failed 

to do anything to him. He was actually captured by a First Firmament Empyrean brat?” 

... ... 

The few people that fell out of the void were precisely Long Xiao and the others! 

The powerhouses in Purpledragon Stronghold were all shocked until it could not be surpassed. 

Long Xiao this group of people killed people like flies, their evil doings knew no limits and had plagued 

Purpledragon Stronghold for many years. 



In order to capture Long Xiao and the rest, Purpledragon Stronghold had expended no idea how much 

manpower and material resources but returned without accomplishing anything. 

Today, this group of people was actually eradicated by the measly little Ye Yuan. How could they not be 

shocked? 

The world knew that it was extremely hard to jump realms and battle at Empyrean Realm. 

A second Firmament Empyrean versus a First Firmament Empyrean was virtually getting crushed. 

Even if your talent was unparalleled and combat strength monstrous, and could defeat a Second 

Firmament Empyrean as a First Firmament Empyrean, facing a Third Firmament Empyrean, there were 

no chances of victory at all. 

But Long Xiao was Fourth Firmament Empyrean, a middle-stage Empyrean super powerhouse! 

How could such a powerhouse get captured by Ye Yuan? 

“Not greeting when you see an old friend?” Ye Yuan looked at Ao Xu and said with a smile that was not a 

smile. 

Ao Xu’s heart shook wildly, he completely never thought that Ye Yuan would capture Long Xiao and his 

gang. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, being able to escape from under Long Xiao’s hands was already a stroke of 

luck, how could he possibly capture Long Xiao? 

But Ye Yuan did something that he could not imagine! 

Ao Xu finally knew where Ye Yuan’s confidence lied. 

However, how could he resign himself to death? 

“What greeting? Long Xiao has done all sorts of evils and plagued a region. For Dragon Son Ye to be able 

to capture him, it’s the greatest good! Dragon Son Ye, I know that you were attacked by Long Xiao 

without cause, so you suspect me. But I, Ao Xu, assures that this is just a coincidence!” Ao Xu was well-

deserving of being a sly old fox, cutting off relations with a casual sentence. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed and he said with a smile, “Oh? Just a coincidence huh? Long Xiao, you tell 

Ao Xu, was this matter a coincidence or not?” 

Long Xiao slowly lifted his head. He grinned, the scar on his face appearing even more hideous and 

horrifying. 

“Dragon Son Ye, this matter was naturally a coincidence! What kind of status do I, Long Xiao, have? How 

can I possibly know an exalted Heavenly Emperor powerhouse? Kid, I don’t know what intentions you 

have, but if you want to use me to malign others, it’s impossible to prevail!” Long Xiao said with a proud 

look. 

The moment these words came out, everyone revealed amused looks. 



Ao Xu was even happier in his heart. It was not one or two days that he had been controlling Long Xiao 

this group of people, he naturally had a score in his heart. 

Long Xiao was a clever person. Unless his brain was damaged, he would not betray him. 

Otherwise, Dragon Source Village would be completely destroyed! 

Ye Yuan’s face changed and he said in surprise and anger, “Long Xiao, this isn’t what you told me 

previously! You ... You tricked me?” 

Long Xiao had an arrogant and unyielding look as he said with a cold smile, “What did I say to you 

previously? I don’t know what grudge you have with this lord, but even though I, Long Xiao, have killed 

countless people, I’ve never been someone’s pawn! You want to make use of me? No chance!” 

Ye Yuan had a hesitant look and roared angrily, “Long Xiao, I’ll kill you!” 

Under his rage, Ye Yuan smacked a palm out and was about to eradicate Long Xiao. 

Dragon Lord lightly flicked his sleeves. A gust of strong wind blew over, directly sending Ye Yuan flying 

out. 

“Dragon Son Ye, this Long Xiao has plagued Purpledragon Stronghold for many years. He can’t die just 

like this. For you to be able to capture him over, this lord is very grateful. But if you want to kill him, 

there’s no way. Come, men, detain Bandit Xiao and await sentencing!” Dragon Lord said coolly. 

Ao Xu was incomparably delighted with himself inwardly but put on a benign appearance as he said 

coolly, “Dragon Son Ye, it’s all a misunderstanding between you and me. This emperor didn’t take good 

care of you and Long Xiaochun. It was this emperor’s blunder. This emperor ... apologizes to you.” 

“You ... You’re really hypocritical! It was clearly you who instigated them, but now, you’re pretending to 

be a good person! You’re a bad guy! To think that I still trusted you so much!” Long Xiaochun said in a 

frenzy of rage by the side. 

Ao Xu let out a sigh and said, “Forget it. Looks like the misunderstanding towards this emperor is too big. 

I will take my leave.” 

As he spoke, Ao Xu’s figure flashed, disappearing. 

Dragon Lord said coolly, “There’s a sudden turn of events today in the stronghold. The matter of setting 

off will be delayed for three days. Three days later, all of the dragon sons will head for Heavenly Dragon 

Mountain. Dragon Son Ye, you stay in the stronghold first.” 

No one could have thought that things would actually develop to such a step. 

Ye Yuan came in a threatening manner but became a joke in the end. 

Returning to the residence, Ao Xu’s gaze glinted, and he said with a cold sneer, “Brat, you’re still ten 

thousand years too early to fight with this emperor! However, Long Xiao this group of people can’t be 

kept anymore! Something unforeseen will eventually happen with Dragon Lord keeping them.” 


